


Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

TIMELINE OF THE BREED STANDARDS   UK 

UK Standards Timeline
1.  1925 AHC standard (describing a Bell-Murray type of hound)
2 . 1927 An opposing and entirely different AHA standard (effectively describing a Ghazni type of hound)
3.  1946 a revision of the 1927 AHA standard to produce todays more harmonious UK standard.

The Afghan Hound Club Of America didn't exist in the 1920's when the competing standards were written.
AHCA   started to emerge in the late 1930's (formed c. 1938.) AKC accepted AHCA as a member club in 1940. 
So the breed    was actively developing in America around 1931 when the foundation hounds arrived from 
England, devoid of a parent club designed breed standard, It seems that the 'official" US Afghan hound breed 

standard was that   sketchy   1926 standard that the AHCA had purchased.

In England, the founder members of the AHC included Jean Manson (Bell-Murray/Cove) and Evelyn Denyer
(Bell- Murray/of Kaf). The AHC became defunct around 1931, Ms Manson having retired from the breed, 
Ms Denyer had  married Mr Barton and emigrated to Malaysia and Major Bell-Murray had retired to Wales. 
Thus the powerhouses    behind the AHC were no longer active and the remaining club (AHA) prospered and 
their standard prevailed

History 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

US Standards Timeline

1 1926 Sketchy AHCA standard - (With some similarties to the 1925 English AHC Bell-Murray type standard)
2 1946 A revised standard, the first standard written by the AHCA which remains as the current US standard.

UK and US breed to 2 different  Standards 
It is reasonable to conclude that the US was breeding to a basic Bell-Murray model, whilst the UK fancy was 
breeding to a Ghazni flavoured model

Firstly, both the UK and US fancy were revising their standards in 1946, and actively cooperating. Draft standards 
were sent by each to the other inviting comment. The UK committee acknowledged that they had taken some 
information from the draft US standard and added it to the draft UK standard. The UK committee explained why 
they did not debarr "white" markings, whereas the US standard did etc. So it was a very healthy exchange 
between the two standard committees.

History Page 2  3 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Since the 1946 revisions the US standard has remained unchanged. The UK standard underwent some (largely 
cosmetic) changes in 1986 at the initiation of The Kennel Club. The KC had decided they needed to have a 
"standard format" (a template if you like) that all breeds standards fitted into. One can understand the KC's 
desire to have a common document format, however the KC also changed some wording in the Afghan hound 
standard, The offending revision related to " forelegs being straight with shoulder when viewed from the front". 
Bill Hall (Barbille Afghan hounds and breed correspondent for Our Dogs) mounted a vociforous campaign to have 
the proposed revision revoked. In November 1987 the KC wrote back to Bill Hall stating that the offending words 
"viewed from the front" will be removed on the next revision, and this correction has since been done.

History  Page 3 
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The first 3 pages are a small extract from one of the very interessting   information  from Steve Tillotson, 
March 2014  you find more information under   by  http://afghanhoundtimes.com/stanwork.htm

Drawing Douple Suspension Gallop Julie Roche, Quamari Knl.  USA

Fotos Jutta Rübesam ,  Wind against Lancelot 

History  - Page 4  



Afghan Hound  Comparision of four (4)  Standards 

GENERAL
APPEARANCE 
AND 
TEMPERAMENT

Gives the impression of 
strength and dignity, 
combining speed and 
power. Head held proudly 

-

The Afghan Hound is an 
aristocrat his hole 
appearance one of 
dignity and aloofness 
with no  trace of  
plainness or 
coarseness.He has a 
STRAIGHT FRONT; 
proudly carried had, eyes 
gazing  into the distance 
as if in memory of ages 
past.  The strinking 
charakteristics exotic or 
„Eastern“ expression, 
long silky topnot, 
peculiar coat pattern, 
very prominent 
hipbones, large feet and 
the impression  of a

Gives the impression of 
strength and dignity, 
combining speed and 
power. Head held proudly 

-----------------------------------
AKC/USA  - 2. row
somewhat  exaggerated 
bend in the stifle due to 
profuse trouserings- stand 
out clearly, giving the 
Afghan Hound the 
appearance if what he is, 
a King of Dog, that has 
held true to tradition 
thoughout the ages. 

The gait of the Afghan
Hound should be 
smooth and springy 
with a style of high 
order. The whole 
appearance of the dog 
shouth give the 
impression of strength
and dignity, combining 
speed and power. Head 
held proudly .

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                      AKC/USA & Canada       FCI  Europe & Worldw.    ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

General Appearance 
and Temperament 

Comments Regocniced UK Kennel 
Club 1948 

Straight Front   ? This wording might be give a false
statement and bring a lot of miusunderstandings. 
Better it would be written as „ when viewed from
the front, for example not bowed or what would be
called as a „fiddle front“. 

Other places in the standard clearly cal for
angulation in shoulder and upper arm, which of
course is so important for a dog that is supposed to
run up and down mountains.  

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afgha                                                                        Standards                              Afghan Hound Standard 

General Appaerance

Drawing

Julie Roche Qamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF THE 
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, Done 
1996 by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital 
& Julie Roche booklet 



Afghan Hound                               Standard
Ideal Outline                              Coat Overlay  

Drawings Julie Roche Quamari Knl. USA THE VISUALIZATION OF THE AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, 
Done 1996 by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital & Julie Roche booklet 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of four (4)  Standards
Head and Skull Long, not too narrow, 

with prominent occiput. 
Foreface long with 
punishing jaws and 
slight stop. Skull well  
balanced and mounted 
by a long „top knot“

The head is of good length, 
showing much refinement, 
the skull evenly balanced                                                 
with the foreface. There is a 
slight prominence of the 
nasal bone structure 
causing a   slightly Roman 
appearance, the center line 
running up over the 
foreface with little or no 
stop,  falling away in front 
of the eyes so there is an 
absolutely clear outlook 
with no     interference; 

Long, not too narrow, 
with prominent 
occiput. Well balanced 
and mounted by a long 
„top knot“. Stop:  Slight

Long, not too narrow, 
with prominent occiput. 
Foreface long with 
punishing jaws and 
slight stop. Skull well  
balanced and 
surmounted by a long 
„top knot“

Nose Preferably black, liver 
permissible in light –
coloured dogs

Nose is of good size, black 
in colour. 

Prefarably black, liver 
permissible in light-
coloured dogs. Muzzle 
long, with punishing 
jaws.

Prefably black ,but liver 
is no fault in light 
coloured dogs.  

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Head & Skull 
Comments

showing much 
refinement
This was a revice 
through
The direct import from 
Afghanistan
Little or  no stop 

Nose
Comments

The pre standard UK 
Mention only Nose 
black colour 
Faults : Nosy any color 
other than black 

The pre-1948 standard 
does not mention nose 
color, now taken over 
from the UK Standard in
1948 , see   KC/UK 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Head & Skull 
Comments

showing much 
refinement
This was a revice 
through
The direct import from 
Afghanistan
Little or  no stop 

Nose
Comments

The pre standard UK 
Mention only Nose 
black colour 
Faults : Nosy any color 
other than black 

The pre-1948 standard 
does not mention nose 
color, now taken over 
from the UK Standard in
1948 , see   KC/UK 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound        Head - Profile                Standards
Head Profile Drawings 

Julie Roche , Qamari Knl. USA

THE VISUALIZATION OF THE 
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, 
Done 1996 by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital 
& Julie Roche booklet 
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Mouth (Jaws/Teeth) Jaws strong with a 
perfect regular and 
complete sissors bite  
i.e.  Upper teeth  closely 
overlapping lower teeth 
and set square to the 
jaws. Level bite 
tolerated 

The mouth                  
level, meaning that the 
teeth from the upper jaw 
and lower jaw match 
evenly,                                           
neither overshot nor 
undershot. This is a 
difficult mouth to breed. 
A scissors bite is                                                 
even more punishing and 
can be more easily bred 
into a dog than a level 
mouth, and                                                
a dog having a scissors 
bite, where the lower 
teeth slip inside and rest 
against the                                                 
teeth of the upper jaw, 
should not be penalized. 

Jaws strong, with a 
perfect, regular and 
complete scissor bite, 
i.e. the upper teeth                                                
closely overlapping 
the lower teeth and 
set square to the 
jaws. Level bite 
(pincer  bite, edge to 
edge) tolerated. 

Level 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Mouth 

Comments Attention: Sissors bite
Until 1987 Level bite  , 
than  modified

Attention  Level bite 
Sissors bite, exept 

Attention: Sissors bite
Level bite  exept

Attention: Level bite
Sissors bite exept 

Drawings Teeth
By Julie Roche USA 

Correct bite 

Incorrect bite   

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

EYES Dark for preference, but 
golden colour not 
debarred. Nearly 
triangular in  
appearance, slanting
slightly upwards from 
inner corner to outer 
corner.

The eyes are almond-
shaped (almost 
triangular), never full or 
bulgy, and are dark in 
color                                                  

Dark for preference, 
but golden colour not 
debarred. Nearly 
triangular in                                                 
appearance, slanting 
slightly upwards from 
inner corner to outer 
corner. 

Should be dark for 
preference, but golden 
colour is not debarred. 
Nearly triangular, 
slanting slightly 
upwards from the inner 
corner to the outer
corner.

Comments Nearly triangle Almond  shaped  (almost 
triangle)  eyes not so far 
away from others , 
maybe comming from
the influence of the 
Dessert Type, who came 
in the 30´/40ies  on to 
USA direct Import from 
Afghanistan 

Nearly triangular Nearly triangular 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound      Varius Eye shapes Standards
Drawing Eyes                                                                                                                 by   Terry Wilcox /Australia 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Ears Set low and well back, 
carried close to head. 
Covered with long silky 
hair.

The ears are long, set 
approximately on level 
with outer corners of 
the eyes, the  leather of 
the ear reaching nearly 
to the end of the dog's 
nose , and covered with                                            
long silky hair. 

Set low and well back, 
carried close to head. 
Covered with long silky 
hair.

Set low and well 
back, carried 
close to the 
head. Covered 
with long silky 
hair.

Ears comment In the UK Pre-Standard 
1946 we can read like 
follow:
Ears are pendant and  
set on a level with the 
outsid corners of the 
eyes. The ears are long 
enough to reach to the 
corner of the mouth 

That´s why we find this 
version in the AKC 
Standard from 1948  . 
The AKC adopted from 
the Pre-Standard UK  
and had until today no 
new version.

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound                 EARS

Ears  

Drawings 

Julie Roche  
Quamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF 
THE AFGHAN HOUND :    
USA, Done 1996 by 
Sandy Frei, Janis Reital 
& Julie Roche booklet 
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Neck Long, strong, with 
proud carriage of head.

The neck is of good 
length, strong and 
arched, running in a 
curve to the shoulders 
which are long and                       
sloping and well laid 
back. Faults-Neck too 
short or too thick; a ewe 
neck; a goose neck; a 
neck lacking in 

Long, strong with proud 
carriage of head. 

Long, strong with proud 
carriage of the head.

Comments Nearly the same words 
like the pre Standard UK 
1946 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound             Neck                          Standards

Drawings Neck

Julie Roche, Qamari Knl USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF THE 
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, Done 1996
by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital & 
Julie Roche booklet 

THEMA  
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Body: 

Loin 

CROUP    

CHEST     

Back level, moderate 
length, well muscled, 
back falling slightly 
away to stern: 

Loin straight, broad 
and rather short. 

Hipbones rather 
prominent and wide 
apart.

Chest     A fair spring of 
ribs and  good depth of 
chest.

The back line appearing 
practically level from the 
shoulders to the loin.

Loin Strong and 
powerful loin and 
slightly arched, 
falling away toward the 
stern, 
with the hipbones very
pronounced; well 

ribbed and tucked up in 
flanks. 
Chest  The height at 
the shoulders equals the 
distance from the chest 
to the buttocks; the 

     

BODY:    Back: Level, 
moderate length, well 
muscled. 

LOIN:      straight, broad 
and rather short. 

CROUP: Falling slightly 
away to stern. 
Hipbones rather 
prominent and wide 
apart. 

CHEST: A fair spring of 
ribs and good depth. 

Body:      Back level, 
moderate length, well 
muscled, back falling 
slightly away to the 
stern. 
Loin        straight, broad 
and rather short. 

Hipbones rather 
prominent and wide 
apart. 

Chest A fair spring of 
ribs and good depth of 
chest.

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound      Body & Topline                Standards

J . Roche 

Balance                                                           Body & Topline         1 - 4                                          



Afghan Hound       Body & Topline               Standards
Body & Topline  5 – 8                                                           9 – 12             by Julie Roche 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Tail Not too short. set on 
low with ring at end. 
Raised when in action. 
Sparsely feathered

set not too high on the 
body, having a ring, or a 
curve on the end; should 
never be curled over, or 
rest on the back, or be 
carried sideways; and 
should never be curled
over,  or rest on the back 
,or be carried sideways. 

Not too short. set on 
low with ring at end. 
Raised when in action. 
Sparsely feathered. 

Not too short. set on 
low with ring at the 
end. Raised when in 
action. Sparsely 
feathered

Comments 1,) The UK Pre Standard 
1946 says: 
Abstract from the 
Standard . The tail is 
curved upward and 
forms a ring or a curve 
at the end.  !!!!!!

!

AHC/AKC took it 1946
From the Pre-Standard 
UK -All over the world we  
have Afghans with tails 
with a ring or open curve 
So maybe UK, FCI and 
ANKC  should go 
backwards, like in 1946 
replace  this point again  
in our current standard

revised since1948
from the UK Standard 

ADVANTAGE
No more bonded rings 
in Tails 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound                Tail                            Standards
Tails

Drawings

Julie Roche, 
Qamari Kennel USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF   THE 
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, 
Done 1996 by Sandy Frei, 
Janis Reital & Julie Roche booklet 
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Forequarters

Shouldes 

Elbow 

Forelegs

Shoulders      long and 
sloping, set well back, 
well muscled and strong 
without being loaded. 
Upper arm long and 
sloping. In profile this 
brings the 
Elbow vertically below 
the wither.

Forelegs straight 
and well boned, elbows 
close to ribcage, turning 
neither in nor out.

Shoulders have 
plenty of angulation so 
that the legs are well set 
underneath the dog. Too 
much  straightness of 
shoulder causes the dog 
to break down in the 
pasterns, and this is a 
serious fault. 

Legs/Forelegs  are 
straight and strong with 
great length between 
elbow and pastern; 
Elbows well held in; 

Shoulder Long and 
sloping, set well back, 
well muscled and 
strong without being 
loaded. Upper arm: 
Long and sloping. In 
profile this brings the
Elbow vertically below 
the wither.
Close to rib cage, 

turning neither in nor 
out. 
Forelegs straight and 
well boned. 
Metacarpus (Pastern): 
Long and springy. 

Shoulders long and 
sloping, well set back, 
well muscled and strong 
without being loaded;
upper arm long and 
sloping. In profile this 
brings the
Elbow vertically below 
the wither

Forelegs straight 
and well boned, straight 
with shoulder, elbows 
held in feet.

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ
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Forequarters

Forefeet Forefeet strong and very 
large both in length and 
breadth, and covered with 
long, thick hair; toes arched.                             
Pasterns long and springy, 
pads well down on ground. 

Forefeet large in both 
length and width; toes 
well arched; feet covered 
with long thick hair; fine 
in texture; pasterns long 
and straight; pads of feet 
unusually large and well 
down on the ground. 
All four feet of the 

Afghan Hound are in line 
with the body, turning 
either in nor out

Forefeet Strong and 
very large both in 
length and breadth, 
and covered with 
long, thick hair; toes 
arched. 
Pads well down on 
ground. 

Forefeet strong and 
very large, both in 
length and breadth, and 
covered with long, thick 
hair; toes arched. 
Pasterns long and 
springy, especially in 
front, and pads well 
down on the ground. 

Comments 
Shoulders, Elbow, 
Forelegs, Forefeet

Springy is much more correct
than straight

The whole front assambly
suspension gallop and the

Pasterns long and
straight ?
must have these flexible
required shock absorbers

FCI - Missing pasterns
long and springy
joints to be able to do 
so the dog does not  

the important double
break down. 

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound   Shoulder Angulation           Standards
Shoulders

Drawings

Julie Roche
Qamari Knl., USA 

THE VISUALIZATION    OF THE
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, Done
1996 by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital
& Julie Roche booklet 



Afghan Hound         Front & Rear                     Standards
F R O N T   &    R E A R 

Drawing
Julie Roche 
Qamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF 
THE AFGHAN HOUND :    
USA, Done 1996 by 
Sandy Frei, Janis Reital 
& Julie Roche booklet 
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HINDQUARTERS

General appearance 

Stifle (Knee) 

Hind feet

Powerful, Great length 
between hip and hock, 
with comparatively 
short distance between 
hock and foot.

Stifle well bent and 
well turned stifles. 

Hind feet long, but not 
quite as broad as 
forefeet; covered with 
long thick hair.

Powerful and well 
muscled, with great 
length between hip and 
hock; hocks are well let
down; good angulation 
of both 
stifle and hock; slightly 
bowed from hock to 
crotch. 
The hind feet are broad 
and of good length; the 
toes arched, and 
covered with long thick 
hair; 

Powerful. Great length 
between hip and hock, 
with comparatively 
short distance between 
hock and foot. 

Stifle well bent and 
well turned. 

Hind feet long, but not 
quite as broad as 
forefeet; covered        
with long thick hair; 

toes arched. Pads well 
down on ground.

Powerful,. Great length 
between hip and hock   
with a comparatively 
short distance between 
hock and foot. 

Stifle well bent and 
well turned 

Hind feet long, but not 
quite so broad as 
forefeet, covered with 
long, thick hair.

The dewclaws                                    
may be removed or 
remain at the discretion 
of the breeder.

THEMA  Content                  KC/UK                                AKC/USA & Canada            FCI  Europe & Worldw.       ANKC /Australia/NZ



Afghan Hound         R e a r                                Standards

R E A R 

Drawing Julie Roche 

Qamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION 
OF THE AFGHAN 
HOUND :    USA, Done 
1996 by Sandy Frei, 
Janis Reital & Julie 
Roche booklet 

THEMA  
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Gait / Movement

Commentzs

Earlier standards
suggested the tail is
usually carried low

Gait/Movement        
Smooth and springy 
with a style of high 
order.

Gait/Movement
When running free, the 
Afghan Hound moves at a 
gallop, showing great 
elasticity  and spring in his 
smooth, powerful stride. 
When on a loose lead, the 
Afghan can trot at a fast 
pace; stepping along,he has 
the appearance of placing 
the hind feed directly in the 
foot prints of the front feet, 
both thrown straight 
ahead. Moving with head 
and tail high, the whole 
appearance of the Afghan 
Hound is one of great style 
and beauty. 

Gait/Movement
Smooth and springy 
with a style of high 
order. 

Gait/Movement:
The gait of the Afghan 
Hound should be 
smooth and springy 
with a style of high 
order. The head must 
be held proudly. The tail 
is raised when in 
action.
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Afghan Hound  Correct Side Gait                     Standards

Drawing

Julie Roche 

Qamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION 
OF THE AFGHAN 
HOUND :    USA, Done 
1996 by Sandy Frei, 
Janis Reital & Julie 
Roche booklet 

THEMA



Afghan  Hound     Ribcage in Cross Section Standards
Correct coming and going

Drawings by 

Julie Roche USA 

Movement 



Afghan Hound         Movement Faults                              Standards
Drawings 

Movement 

Julie Roche, Qamari Knl. USA 

THE VISUALIZATION OF THE 
AFGHAN HOUND :    USA, Done 
1996 by Sandy Frei, Janis Reital & 
Julie Roche booklet 



Afghan Hound  Comparision of four (4)  Standards

Coat – Page 1 Coat      Long and very 
fine texture on the ribs, 
fore and hindquarters 
and flanks. In mature 
dogs, from the shoulder 
backwards and along 
the saddle, hair short 
and close. Hair long 
from the forehead 
backwards, with a 
distinct silky 
‘topk-not’. On the 
foreface hair short, ears 
and legs well coated. 
Pasterns can be bare. 
Coat must develop 
naturally. Any evidence 
of clipping or scissoring 
should be penalised.

Coat:    Hindquarters, 
flanks, ribs, 
forequarters, and legs 
well covered with thick, 
silky hair, very 
fine in texture; ears and 
all four feet well 
feathered; from in front 
of the shoulders; and 
also backwards from the 
shoulders along the 
saddle from the flanks 
and the ribs 
upwards, the hair is 
short and close, forming 
a smooth back in 
mature dogs - this is a 
traditional characteristic 
of the Afghan Hound. 

Coat      Long and very 
fine texture on ribs, 
fore and hindquarters 
and flanks. In mature 
dogs from shoulder 
backwards and along 
the saddle, hair short 
and close.   air long 
from the forehead
backwards, with a 
distinct silky “top-knot 
“. On the foreface hair 
short.  Ears and legs 
well coated. Pasterns 
can be bare. Coat must 
develop naturally. Any 
evidence of clipping 
or scissoring should be 
penalized. ‘

Coat Long and very 
fine texture on ribs, 
fore- and hindquarters 
and flanks. From the 
shoulder backwards 
and along the saddle, 
the hair should be short 
and close in mature 
dogs. Hair long from the 
forehead backward, 
with a distinct silky "top 
knot". On the foreface 
the hair is short, as on 
the back. Ears and legs 
well coated. Pasterns 
can be bare. Coat must 
be allowed to develop 
naturally
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Coat  Page 2 

Comments
We find to much overcoated dogs
No natural short saddles anymore, 
most are prepared manuell. 

We should much more accept
Patterndogs, a coat whith a very
naturual look and funktion which
gives an Afghan a sportive impression . 

For both points (sorry) Judger has to learn
more about it and should find a better
understanding special when we read abovr
In 3 Standards UK, FCI & ANKC the wording

Any evidence of clipping or scissoring 
should be penalised.

The Afghan Hound 
should be shown in its 
natural state; the coat is 
not clipped or trimmed; 
the head is surmounted 
(in the full  sense of the 
word) with  a topknot of 
long, silky hair - that is 
also an outstanding 
characteristic of the 

Afghan Hound. Showing 
of short hair on cuffs on 
either front or                                           
back legs is permissible. 
Fault-Lack of 
shorthaired saddle in 
mature dogs. 
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Afghan Hound       Some acceptable coat colours Standard 
Correct Puppy coat

Some Acceptable coat colors by Julie Roche 



Afghan Hound          some acceptable Coat Pattern Adult 
Standards 

.

Julie Roche/USA



Afghan Hound          some acceptable Coat Pattern Adult 
Standards 

.



Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Colour

Comments 

Colour:      
All colours acceptable. 

Color:
All colors are permissible, 
but color or color 
combinations are  pleasing 
; white markings, especially 
on the head, are
undesirable
Panda  ?

Colour:
All colours acceptable 

Colour:
All colours are 
acceptable.

Size 

Comments  

Weight

Size:                           
Ideal height: 
Dogs: 68-74 cms
(27-29 ins) 

Bitches: 63-69 cms
(25-27 ins)

Nothing

Size:
Dogs, 27 inches, plus
or minus one inch; 
Bitches, 25 inches, plus or 
minus one inch 
27 ins. = 68 cm , 25 = 63cm
Dogs, about 60 pounds, 
Bitches, about 50 pounds

Size :                            
Ideal height at the 
withers:
Males: 68 – 74 cms. 

(27-29 ins)                                         
Females: 63 – 69 cms
.(25-27 ins)
Nothing 

Sizes:
Ideal height: 
Dogs 68-74 cms
(27-29 ins)

Bitches 63-69 cms
(25-27 ins)

Nothing 
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Faults Page 1 Faults            Any 
departure from the 
foregoing points should 
be considered a fault 
and the seriousness 
with  which the fault 
should be regarded 
should be in exact 
proportion to its degree 
and its effect upon 
the health and welfare 
of the dog and on the 
dog’s ability to perform 
its traditional work.

Faults -Temperament
Sharpness or shyness. 

Head      Coarseness; 
snipiness; overshot or 
undershot; eyes round 
or bulgy or light in color; 
exaggerated Roman 
nose; head not 
surmounted with 
topknot.Neck too short 
or too thick; a ewe neck; 
a goose neck; a neck 
lacking in substance

Faults:           Any 
departure from the 
foregoing points should 
be considered a fault 
and the seriousness 
with which the fault 
should be regarded 
should be in exact 
proportion to its degree 
and its effect upon  the 
health and welfare of 
the dog. 

Faults:     Any 
departure from the 
foregoing points should 
be considered a fault 
and the seriousness 
with which the fault 
should be regarded 
should be in exact 
proportion to  its 
degree and its effect 
upon the health and 
welfare of the dog.
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Faults  - Page 2 Legs Front or back feet 
thrown outward or 
inward; pads of feet not 
thick enough; or feet 
too small; or  any other 
evidence of weakness in 
feet; weak or broken 
down pasterns; too 
straight in stifle; too 
long in hock.
Coat Lack of 
shorthaired saddle in 
mature dogs
No Notes 

Any appearance of 
coarseness. Skull too 
wide and foreface too 
short.  Weak underjaw. 
Large, round or full 
eyes. Neck should 
never be too short or 
thick.  Back too long or 
too short.

Any appearance of 
coarseness.  Skull too 
wide and foreface too 
short. Weak underjaw.
Large, round or full 
eyes.  Neck should 
never be too short or 
thick.  Back too long or 
too short.

Comments 
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Notes Note              
Male animals should have 
two apparently normal 
testicles fully descended 
into the scrotum.

N o    Notes Notes            
Male animals should have 
two apparently normal 
testicles fully descended 
into the scrotum.

Notes:
Male animals should  have 

two apparently  normal 
testicles fully  descended  
into the  scrotum.

Comments 
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Afghan Hound  Comparision of  four (4)  Standards

Thank you very much
for your patience.

Frankfurt/M  July 2018 GEJ 
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